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Artist proJects / penAL codes

When we commissioned the artist projects for this 
issue, we asked the participants to consider a scene of 
punishment, whether real or imagined, that they have 
either been the subject of, participated in, or witnessed 
(either in actuality or in a fictional context). these scenes 
of punishment could range, we explained, from the 
minor (e.g., being given a parking ticket or being sent 
out of class) to the severe (e.g., torture, capital punish-
ment) and might just as likely emerge from any of the 
wide range of institutional contexts in which punitive 
measures are enforced—from the arena of the family 
to the school, from competitive sports to larger political 
bodies. While the generality of the brief did in fact pro-
duce projects with diverse content, we were intrigued 
to find a striking formal symmetry—every one of them 
included, in one way or another, a textual element, sug-
gesting that perhaps scenes of punishment have within 
them something that exceeds the visual, requiring that 
we must, finally, return to language to fully access their 
meaning.

Page 86: Lin + Lam, Giornate: lamenti di Michelangelo, 2012.
The citation is appropriated from an October 1512 letter that Michelangelo 
wrote to his father. The letter is available in E. H. Ramsden, The Letters of Michel-
angelo, vol. 1 (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1963), letter 82, p. 75.

Page 87: Javier Téllez in collaboration with patients from the Bronx  
Psychiatric center, S-t-e-r-e-o-v-i-e-w, 2005.

Page 88: Ellen Harvey, Making the Punishment Fit the Crime, 2012.

Page 89: Francesco Simeti, Assessment, 2012. 
Back in April, coming back to New York from MASS MoCA the day after the 
opening of the “Invisible Cities” exhibition, I was given an extremely severe 
speeding ticket on the Taconic Parkway. I still believe that the ticket was exces-
sive and grossly unfair and have not managed to let go of it. With the whole 
family in the car—a hideous Mini Cooper with racy checkered decals that I had 
rented to please my boys—I felt ashamed like hardly ever before.

Postcard: Frank Heath, Proxy Cipher Vietnam, 2012. 
Encrypted text reads: According to the current mailing standards of the United 
States Postal Service International Mail Manual, sending this postcard is a viola-
tion of United States Postal Service regulations prohibiting “invisible ink, codes, 
ciphers, symbols or other types of secret correspondence, and shorthand 
notes” mailed from the United States to Vietnam. This message is encrypted 
using a simple substitution cipher shifting each character three letters forward 
in the alphabet. Also known as a Caesar Cipher, this code was Julius Caesar’s 
method for protecting military correspondence. In a traditional fashion, the final 
ciphertext is written in fixed groups omitting punctuation and spaces. In the 
event of a seizure, return, or penalty from this action, the return addressee will 
be held responsible.










